AUTOMATE RCM
WITH RPA
ONLY AT VIAANTE

Introducing

V-BOTS
in association with
Healthware Systems

Viaante has recently partnered with Healthware
Systems to offer integrated services to the Healthcare
Industry with our complete end-to-end automation
solutions.
Viaante’s software robots (V-BOTS) are designed to
communicate directly with other software applications
and websites using the user interface that is already in
place. The robot will log into any application, navigate
the user interface, fill in fields, respond to prompts,
capture results, and perform all of the same tasks as a
human. Software robots may adapt to particular use
cases and outliers using artificial intelligence to
manage nearly any circumstance or job procedure.

Request a Free Demo
www.viaante.com

Healthcare providers can now focus more resources on patient care and avoid costly, long-running
digital transformation implementation projects by leveraging the power of automation and RPA.

MEET OUR V-BOTS
IV

VIAANTE’s INSURANCE VERIFICATION BOT
Many denials are caused by unverified patient insurance. Prevent denials from occurring in the first place by
using a service that can instantly verify and report on:
Current Benefits and Active Coverage
Source System Corrections that might be needed
Coverage that is inactive or unspecified
Diverse Coverage
Issues with the ACA's Grace Period
Move away from denial management and more towards denial prevention. Real-time eligibility verification
eliminates surprises and allows for proactive resolution on the front end of the patient experience.

PA

VIAANTE’s PRIOR AUTHORIZATIONS BOT
These bots can request authorizations on payer portals or clearinghouses or via automated fax requests. They
can also search for authorization status and monitor it regularly. All information can then be updated directly on
the patient chart in the EMR/EHR platform.

CD

VIAANTE’s COVERAGE DISCOVERY BOT
Unreported coverage could cause unnecessary delays in your billing. As staff pursues a patient for payments of
medical services rendered, time is lost, which might also affect timely filing and, most importantly, the patient
experience. Finding existing coverage that may have gone unreported ensures that you pursue the proper
payer earlier in your revenue cycle.
Our solution uses a combination of RPA and EDI to locate Medicare, Medicaid, and a site-specific mix of payer
coverages at the beginning of the patient encounter.

EOB

VIAANTE’s 835/ERA/EOB POSTING BOT
Bots may download 835 files from your clearing house, upload them to SFTP, and automatically post denial
codes and adjustment amounts.
EOBs printed on paper can be processed, read, and transformed into Excel import files. Additional bots can
then be used to publish the transactions straight to your billing system using these files reducing data entry
duplication.

www.viaante.com

PP

VIAANTE’s PAYER PORTALS BOT
RPA can be used to automate the transmission of supporting documents to payer portals. Create, package, log
in, navigate, and upload documentation are no longer necessary. Simply "Send Document Packet" to the desired
location and leave the rest to the bot. To create a complete audit trail, grab confirmation from the portal and
load it to your "source of truth."

BH

VIAANTE’s BENEFITS HOLD BOT
This bot checks eligibility and calculates the remaining deductible. When the deductible balance is greater than
the client's minor balance adjustment, the bot puts a billing hold on the encounter claim and verifies eligibility
every 48-72 hours. The bot releases the claim when the remaining deductible amount is less than the
predetermined amount.

NP

VIAANTE’s REAL-TIME NOTE POSTING BOT
While an account is being viewed by another user, several EMR/EHR and billing systems will prevent notes from
being posted. The batch import options they support are not in real time and provide limited exception
handling for locked accounts. Our bots take care of everything for you, including real-time posting and
advanced exception handling. These bots are vendor neutral, so any of your existing vendors that need to
publish notes to your system can use them.

PR

VIAANTE’s PROGRESS REPORTING BOT
Progress reporting is usually a time-consuming, manual procedure that involves gathering data from various
systems. Our progress report bots can automate the process by navigating across all systems and capturing
reports, screenshots, and other supporting documents to create the appropriate patient progress report.
Results can be delivered for review and approval prior to electronic delivery to their destination.

MON

VIAANTE’s MONITOR BOT
It takes a lot of time to keep track of changes to government and/or payer programs, paperwork, and other
supporting papers. Our monitor bots can manage a library of websites and forms to detect when changes
occur. This allows you to make adjustments ahead of time and avoid surprises.

SR

VIAANTE’s SINGLE REGISTRATION BOT
Multiple EMR/EHR and billing systems make it difficult for providers to broadcast a single set of patient
demographics and encounter-level detail across all systems. Using a combination of technologies, our solutions
can make that procedure easier. RPA is an extra tool for facilitating communication with "closed" systems with
limited connection.

MRA

VIAANTE’s MEDICAL RECORDS AGGREGATION BOT
Our RPA bots can navigate one or more source systems in order to capture medical records, upload them to
payer websites, or e-fax and/or print them at a secure print/mail service center.

RA

VIAANTE’s REPORTS AGGREGATION BOT
Our RPA bots can produce reports and package them for delivery across numerous EMR/EHR and billing system
platforms. These report extractions can also be used as a source of data for dashboards and other analytics
projects.

www.viaante.com

VIAANTE’s VENDOR INTERFACES BOT

VI

Our RPA bots can extract data from your EMR/EHR or billing system platform and use it to create custom
interfaces for vendors or internally-sourced projects. To eliminate rekeying information or manual upgrades
from vendors, updates can be posted directly to the same systems.

CRED

VIAANTE’s CREDENTIALING BOT
Another popular use case is automating the search and collecting of provider enrollment data across important
websites. Websites for validating medical licenses, the DEA, CDS, and the Office of Inspector General can all be
automated for inquiry and capture. The captured data is sent to the source system for evaluation and
processing.
Bots that monitor websites for negative acts, continuing education credits, and a variety of other tasks make
the credentialing process easier and less time-consuming.

Bridge the last mile of integration
with Automation

GET IN TOUCH
kelly.jones@viaante.com

WHY RPA ?
Seamless Integration
Increased regulatory compliance as steps are monitored and documented
Improved accuracy as human errors are reduced
Decreased operational costs
Increased cycle times
Increased efficiencies as robots work round the clock
Better productivity as robots carry out repetitive tasks faster

PARTNER WITH US

Click Here

To stay connected, Follow us on our social platforms.
Viaante's
News

Viaante's
Blogs
www.viaante.com

